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'THEY ARE TELLING US A MYTH': A CURIOUS PORTRAIT OF THE PRESOCRATIC PHILOSOPHERS IN PLATO'S SOPHIST
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I.
Philosophical implications of the dialogue-form have been, for quite some time, all the buzz in Platonic studies. One need not enumerate all the advantages and productive insights that this approach has generated. One facet of Plato's philosophical method, however, remains insufficiently explored so far: namely, Plato's reflections on the question of genre and form of philosophical discourse which could be gleaned from his judgments on his philosophical predecessors, the Presocratics.
What I propose to do here is to offer a close reading of a couple of Platonic passages were Plato's protagonists' engagement with the Presocratic doctrines is described or dramatised. In doing that, I shall seek to highlight Plato's position and judgments concerning the form, or genre, 1 of Presocratic discourse, and to trace the implications of those judgments with one question in view: what is the nature, in Plato's view, of Presocratic teaching qua intellectual enterprise or 'genre'? 2
II.
The most general and explicit comment on the style of past philosophers is made in the Sophist, after the Eleatic Stranger declares the opening of a major new stage in the enquiry into being and falsehood, in which 'it becomes necessary in self-defence to put to the question that pronouncement of father Parmenides', and to re-examine critically the relationship of being and non-being (241d5-7). The difficulty lies in that 'Parmenides and whoever strove to define t" Ènta by determining their number and kinds talked to us in rather an offhand fashion (eøk^lwV) ' (242c4-6) . Thus Plato's philosophical predecessors are introduced as the source of the present confusion in philosophy, and simultaneously a problem is indicated, inherent in their mode of communication.
The Stranger further explains what he means by saying that each of the early philosophers seems to be telling a myth as if their audience were children: mÒq^n tina £kastoV fa%neta% moi dihge½sqai pais¼n éV oÔsin =m½n (242c8-9). An annotated catalogue of philosophical schools follows, divided into three groups according to the number of beings each of them postulates: pluralists who maintain the existence of either two ('wet and dry or hot and cold') or three beings (242c9-d4), Eleatic monists (tÊ `EleatikÊn AEqnoV, 242d4-7), and those who combine unity and plurality (sumpl#kein àsfal#staton àmf^tera ka¼ l#gein éV tÊ Èn poll@ te ka¼ ¤n aestin, 242d7-243a1). It is not difficult to find identities for the unnamed philosophers of the pluralist group in the history of philosophy: both Pherecydes and Ion refer to three existing things (fr. 7 B 1, A 8, A 9, 36 B 1 DK), whereas Archelaus introduces Moist/Dry or Hot/Cold in his cosmology. The Ionian Muses quite certainly stand for Heraclitus, and the Sicilian ones for Empedocles. 3 To insist on naming them, however, would be partly missing Plato's point -the Presocratics remain unnamed because the catalogue of schools is intended to provide a sample of typical Presocratic accounts of being. 4 The tenets of Presocratic philosophy are narrated using picturesque imagery that is meant to convey their 'mythically-poetical' way of communication (cf. poleme½ 242c9, f%la gign^mena g@mouV te ka¼ t^kouV ka¼ trof"V tän aekg^nwn par#cetai d1-3, sunoik%zei, aekd%dwsi d4, AEcqr' dŸ ka¼ fil%' e2, f%lon Õp' 'Afrod%thV e5, pol#mion, ne½koV 243a1). Moreover, the reference to the mythical mode of communication is explicitly reiterated in the case of the Eleatic and the 'combined account' schools (in the latter case, the implicit equation of the mythical with the poetical is achieved through reference to the Muses): tÊ dŸ par' =m½n 'EleatikÊn AEqnoV
This repeated reference to the mythical mode of communication shows that it applies not only to the pluralists, but likewise to the Eleatics and Heraclitus with Empedocles. 5 Therefore, the mythical, or mythically-poetical way of communication is imputed to all 'schools' of the Presocratic philosophy.
What does this mythical character consist in? The Stranger provides an answer later on, as he addresses the question for the sake of which all this doxographical parade was launchednamely, the effects of the peculiar Presocratic mode of communication on the present status quaestionis regarding being (cf. 242b10-c6): the ancient thinkers show too little consideration to, and can even be accused of disrespect for, their audience, since they pursue their arguments regardless of whether the audience follows or is left behind, each going after his objective: l%an tän pollän =män Õperid^nteV ûlig_rhsan? oødŸn g"r front%santeV eÁt' aepakolouqoÒmen 3 See O. Apelt, Platons Dialog Sophistes. Übers. und erläut. von Dr. O. Apelt, Leipzig: Felix Meiner, 1914, S. 140-141, A. 59-62 for the identifications. 4 In the same manner, the doxographic 'catalogues' in the Phaedo are intended give an example of standard Presocratic explanations (96b2-c1 & 99b6-c1), whereas the one in the Cratylus parades standard Presocratic conceptions of 'the just' (413a2-c8).
5 Thus one cannot read tÊ dŸ par' =m½n (242d4-5) as contrasting the Eleatics to the mythical way of the pluralists. Besides, the word £kastoV at 242c8 must refer to all the groups enumerated afterwards. Such a reading would be implausible anyway in the view of the previous remark (242c4-6) which reproaches Parmenides as well as 'everyone else'.
aøto½V l#gousin eÁte àpoleip^meqa, pera%nousi tÊ sf#teron aøtän £kastoi (243a7-b1).
This seems to indicate that the Presocratic thinkers fail to interact with their audience in the requisite manner. What constitutes this failure? Surprisingly, when the Stranger comes to specifying it, he does not speak of their eccentric poetic imagery (such as the employment of 'marriages', 'wars' vel sim.), but refers to the use of fairly ordinary and abstract categories: Ítan tiV aøtän fq#gxhtai l#gwn éV AEstin AEstin AEstin AEstin AEstin g #gonen g#gonen g#gonen g#gonen g#gonen ¨ g%gnetai g%gnetai g%gnetai g%gnetai g%gnetai poll" poll" poll" poll" poll" ¨ £n £n £n £n £n ¨ d&o d&o d&o d&o d&o, ka¼ qermÊn qermÊn qermÊn qermÊn qermÊn aÔ yucrò yucrò yucrò yucrò yucrò sugkerannu&menon sugkerannu&menon sugkerannu&menon sugkerannu&menon sugkerannu&menon, Àlloq% p¯ diakr%seiV diakr%seiV diakr%seiV diakr%seiV diakr%seiV ka¼ sugkr%seiV sugkr%seiV sugkr%seiV sugkr%seiV sugkr%seiV Õpotiqe%V (243b3-6). 6 The Stranger illustrates this Presocratic failure at communicating and establishing the basic categories of their thinking in an imaginary dialogue concerning 'being', tÊ Èn (243c2-d5). The choice of this category is determined by the dialogue's overall goals, but we are probably meant to understand that the same kind of question can be legitimately asked about any of the Presocratic categories listed at 243b3-6. In that imaginary dialogue, the Stranger spells out his puzzlement by questioning fictional representatives of early philosophy: what do they mean when they say that heat and cold or some such two things really exist? What is this 'existence', or 'being' (e¿nai)? Etc. etc. (243d6-244a2). The Eleatic Stranger's àpor%a concerning the Presocratic way of speaking cannot be solved unless such questions are clarified (cf. 244a4-b1). His appeal to the imaginary pluralists to 'teach' him their meaning (did@skete 244a8) is rhetorical: no early philosopher is present there, or able to provide any additional clarification of his intended meaning to suit the Stranger's requirements. The authors, to recall the Phaedrus and the Theaetetus, are dead and absent, and the Stranger's reading of Presocratic philosophy ends in àpor%a.
Next in line to answer the Stranger's questions is 'father Parmenides' in the guise of an anonymous monist, and when his tenet that 'all is one' has been examined in a like manner, the Stranger no longer pretends that his questions can be answered by anyone, but states that 'countless other difficulties, each involved in measureless perplexity (àper@ntouV àpor%aV), will arise, if you say that being is either two things or only one' (245d12-e2).
One may note that in his enquiry into the meaning of earlier thinkers Plato remains faithful to his hermeneutic principles -namely, he maintains that the previous philosophers (as well as their philosophical tenets) cannot fully participate in a dialectical discussion, insofar as they are not 'present' to explain their intended meaning. Therefore such enquiry is bound to end, as it does end, in àpor%a, ant the problem has to be restated anew, independently of historical positions and formulations.
III.
The principal lesson to be drawn from Plato's exegesis of the Presocratic philosophers is that the 'mythical' quality of the early philosophers does not consist only in their adoption of mythological symbolism for the exposition of their philosophy. For although such symbolism is mentioned in the context of pluralists and the 'combined account' philosophers, they could not be ascribed to the Eleatics, whereas a mythical character is nonetheless explicitly imputed to their mode of communication. 7 Thus 'mythical' properties apply to all the Presocratic postulates that the Stranger subjects to his detailed examination. Statements like 'Hot and cold are all things', as well as ' All is one' must equally be 'mythical' despite the fact that there may not be any 'wars' or 'marriages' of elements mentioned in them.
In all likelihood such propositions, and the philosophical narratives founded on them, are called 'myths' because of their self-positing, unaccountable, rationally opaque quality. Myth does not have to question its terms, it just posits itself without any further reason or explanation.
In that respect to say that 'Hot and cold are all things', or that 'Everything is water' does not differ from saying 'Chaos was first'. 8 On this reading, 'myth' is understood as a narrative that presupposes and uncritically asserts, rather than proves, its own authority and legitimacy. It is a narrative accepted unexamined, on authority. When Presocratic philosophy is characterised as 'myth', this metaphor most likely refers to unargued starting points, for which no further justification is given, to a narrative (rather than argumentative) mode of exposition, and to uncritical, unexamined use of its terms and concepts. 9 Final thing to be noted is that Parmenides' mode of exposition, along with the rest of the Presocratics, is also characterised as 'mythical'. This certainly indicates a change of heart on Plato's behalf. In the Theaetetus Parmenides, the 'reverend and awesome One', is opposed to the whole Greek philosophical (and even protophilosophical) tradition (cf. Tht. 183e5-7, 180d8-e4, 152e2-3). Plato would indeed seem to be intent on 'parricide' (Soph. 242a1-2, cf. McCabe, op. cit., p. 60-66). The sense in which Plato uses 'myth' in respect to Parmenides is illustrated by the Eleatic Stranger's critique of the 'all is one' thesis (Soph. 244b6-245e2). However important Parmenides' achievements may seem in other respects, the Stranger im-7 Cf.: tÊ dŸ par' =m½n 'EleatikÊn AEqnoV [...] éV ¢nÊV ÈntoV tän p@ntwn kaloum#nwn oÖtw diex#rcetai to½V diex#rcetai to½V diex#rcetai to½V diex#rcetai to½V diex#rcetai to½V m&qoiV m&qoiV m&qoiV m&qoiV m&qoiV (242d4-7).
8 Someone might object, on the force of the fact that the intended audience of those 'myths' are described as 'children', that mÒqoV at 242c8 need not be taken strongly to mean 'myth' sensu proprio, but only a 'children's tale', as McCabe seems to imply: 'mÒqoV […] picks up, not so much the 'mythological character' of early speculation […] Discussions on the meaning of Plato's 'myths' seem to concentrate exclusively on the criteria or rationality, truth-value and narrative form. There is hardly any evidence of taking into account the specific understanding of authority that 'myth' presupposes in contrast to dialectics.
plies that his unexplained and uncritical adoption of the terms like 'being' and 'one' remains within the 'mythical' mode of exposition of the Presocratic epoch. This criticism is repeated almost verbatim in the Parmenides (v. infra).
But is it actually such a big change of heart? When in the Theaetetus Socrates describes himself as caught in the middle between the Scylla and Charybdis of the adherents of change and rest, between the Heracliteans and the Eleatics, he already indicates a certain equivalence between these two extreme positions (Tht. 180d7-181b4). 10 The Sophist thus completes what the Theaetetus had begun: Parmenides and the rest of the Eleatics are 'Presocratic' in their 'mythical' philosophical style just as in their theoretical radicalism. Despite their relative merits, both positions fall within a broader category, which we call 'Presocratic philosophy', united by an archaic, 'mythical' form of narrative in which their philosophical insights were embedded. The firm constitution of the Presocratics as an historical-philosophical category (which involves both the cosmological thinkers and the Eleatics) is one of the most important developments of the Sophist.
IV.
Thus, Presocratic philosophy as a whole seems to be characterised by a certain communicative failure, a certain hermeneutic deficiency. This deficiency is further illustrated in the beginning of the Parmenides, where Socrates asks Zeno to re-read the first hypothesis of his treatise and then conjectures that the intention of Zeno's arguments is to prove that things are not many. Yes, that is precisely the intention of the whole of my treatise, agrees Zeno (127e8-128a3). Then Socrates accuses Zeno of ill faith: he wants to state the same thing that Parmenides affirms in his poems, but disguises it so as to deceive the audience and lead them to believe he is saying something different (128a6-8). One of them affirms unity, the other no plurality, 'and each expresses himself in such a way that your arguments seem to have nothing in common, though really they come to very much the same thing. That is why your exposition and his seem to be rather over the heads of outsiders like ourselves' (128b3-6).
Zeno objects that the true story is different, that he wrote his treatise in order to silence those who objected to Parmenides' thesis. (He did so by providing proofs that the pluralist position is even more absurd than Parmenides' monism.) Thus Socrates is mistaken in thinking that the treatise was written out of an elderly man's filotim%a, the desire to gain reputation in cleverness, -but rather out of a young man's contentiousness, filonik%a (128b7-e4). Although he says that Socrates has missed the point, Zeno commends his interpretative skills: he pursues the implications of what is said 'like a Spartan hound' (128c1-2), and, after all, his presentation of Zeno's intention was not at all bad (oø kakäV àp°kasaV 128e4).
This exchange is short and is soon forgotten as Socrates moves on to his exposition of the Theory of Forms. However, Socrates' remark about Zeno talking 'over their heads' (ÕpŸr =m…V toÑV ÀllouV fa%netai Õm½n t" eárhm#na eár §sqai 128b5-6) seems to echo the Eleatic Stranger's complaint about the Presocratics' mode of ex-position in general: l%an tän pollän =män Õperid^nteV ûlig_rhsan (Soph. 243a7-8). The suggestion here, just as in the Sophist (cf. supra), seems to be that Zeno's and Parmenides' philosophical accounts fail to state their intentions and conclusions in a manner that would enable them to relate both to each other and to external reference points (see 128b3-6, esp. oÖtwV ¢k@teron l#gein ìste mhdŸn tän aøtän eárhk#nai doke½n sced^n ti l#gontaV taøt@). They lack a certain 'co-ordinating' architectonic statement of what is achieved by the argument. Therefore, Zeno's and Parmenides' accounts are hermeneutically deficient, since they are in need of an additional interpretation that would enable one to comprehend their implications in terms of their overall philosophical significance. Additional interpretation is also required if their writings are to be understood in their relationship to each other's, and also to other philosophers ', positions. 11 Socrates supplies precisely such an additional interpretation when he says that Parmenides and Zeno are stating the same in ostensibly the opposite manner, and his exegesis is commended by Zeno. This would indicate that Plato maintains such a type of interpretation to be admissible and productive. On the other hand, it would also suggest that no similar overall architectonic view was offered either by Zeno or by Parmenides themselves. On the basis of the affinity with the parallel locus in the Sophist (v. Soph. 243a7-b10) it could be argued that Zeno's treatise possesses these features as a representative of a more primitive and less accomplished philosophical 'style', and that Plato, despite repeatedly singling out the Eleatics from among other Presocratics, nevertheless maintains Zeno (as well as Parmenides) to be a Presocratic figure because of his deficient mode of philosophical expression.
Furthermore, Plato seems to be giving an illustration of what he had in mind in the Phaedrus, when he warned against putting philosophical insights into writing. In the Parmenides we have a case when an author is 'present' to help his 'offspring' of a writing along and defend it from misinterpretations. It is, however, easy to imagine a situation when he is absent -and sooner or later he of necessity will be so -and what will become of his literary offspring then? Who is then going to defend the honesty of the motives behind his writing? In fact, we do not even have to conjecture about the implied possibilitiesthere is already a note of warning in Zeno's speech: when he, out of contentiousness, had written the treatise in his youth, someone stole it, thus depriving him of the choice whether to publish it or not (128d6-e1). Once a work is written, the author is helpless in spite of the fact that he is 'present'; to help his writing as its 'authorised interpreter' is the only thing he can do to minimise, not to avert, the inevitable harm.
This interpretative deficiency is a characteristic that plagues the Presocratic mode of exposition, and Plato's own dialogical mode of discourse is meant to minimise the dangers inherent in writing as much as possible. It is important that in his discussion of the Presocratics, Plato seems to be conscious of opening a new epoch both insofar as substantive philosophical insights are concerned, and also with respect to the essential form, or 'genre', of philosophical discourse.
11 Besides, because of the deficient self-clarification, the Eleatic writings are also open to conflicting interpretations, as the short debate regarding Zeno's intentions (filonik%a vs. filotim%a) indicates. / For filotim%a as a particularly 'Presocratic' vice -a desire to impress the audience by radicalness and sheer outlandish tour de force of one's conclusion, cf. Tht. 180d4-7 on the Heracliteans: Ãna ka¼ oÂ skutot^moi aøtän t¦n sof%an m@qwsin àko&santeV ka¼ pa&swntai ëliq%wV oá^menoi t" mŸn ¢st@nai, t" dŸ kine½sqai tän Èntwn, maq^nteV dŸ Íti p@nta kine½tai timäsin aøto&V. timäsin aøto&V. timäsin aøto&V. timäsin aøto&V. timäsin aøto&V.
